ITALGAS FOCUSES ON SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY
AND RENEWS THE ENTIRE COMPANY FLEET WITH METHANE CARS
BY FIAT CHRYSLER AUTOMOBILES
Turin, 18 December 2017 - Today, with the delivery in Turin of the first cars, the company's entire Italgas
fleet is being renovated with methane powered vehicles by Fiat Chrysler Automobiles. In the next few days
similar deliveries will be made in Rome and Naples, two of the main cities where the Italgas Group operates.
For Italgas - the most important operator in Italy in the natural gas distribution and the third largest in Europe
- this is an important step along a virtuous path that will lead to a considerable reduction in harmful
emissions into the atmosphere, contributing to making the air in the cities where it operates more breathable.
The delivery of the cars took place at the historic Italgas area of Corso Regina Margherita in Turin. On the
occasion, Alfredo Altavilla (Chief Operating Officer for the EMEA area of Fiat Chrysler Automobiles) and
Giacomo Carelli (CEO of FCA Bank and Leasys) have symbolically handed over the keys to Paolo Gallo
(CEO di Italgas) and Paolo Bacchetta (CEO of Italgas Reti).
The conversion of the company's fleet into methane gas - the first in Italy to be completely methane - is one
of the initiatives launched under the Italgas 2017-2023 Industrial Plan, which also included the construction
of over 120 self-consumption gas filling stations within the 40 suitable technical areas.
Cuttently, the Italgas Group’s fleet is composed by 2,500 vehicles and over the next 12 monthswill be
replaced with the latest "natural power" models of FCA: Panda, Panda Van, Fiorino, 500L, Doblò, Qubo and
Ducato, all of them naturally fuelled by methane, in line with Italgas' demands that considers the key of its
development to be sustainable and efficient.
Today, methane for transportation is an intelligent and environmentally sustainable choice. It is an
ecological, safe, practical and economical fuel. Its use reduces by up to 43% (mixed with biomethane, in the
well to wheel optics) CO2 emissions and by 94-95% those of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and PM particulates.
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles' commitment to natural gas dates back to the nineties of the last century: an Italian
technology, which FCA has created and grown, among the first manufacturers to believe and invest in the
development of this type of power supply. Today it is among the leaders in the European market, with about
45 percent share, more than 740 thousand cars and commercial vehicles sold since 1997 and Panda, the
most popular methane car ever, with more than 300 thousand vehicles sold.
Leasys confirms its role as a leader in the management of corporate fleets and in the rental sector during this
partnership with Italgas. In fact, the FCA Bank company responds to the needs of every type of customer
(with different characteristics and needs) with flexible and innovative solutions and offers. For example,
formulas that reward the shift from ownership to use of the vehicle and that allow for positive spill-over
effects in terms of congestion, improvement of the environment and reduction of vehicle costs.

